K4LED
Georgia Amateur Radio Astronomy Observatory
(Updated: 01/03/2019)

Station Data and Configuration
(Entire Station is powered by 12 volt DC battery with Solar Panel and AC charger)

NOTE: A new K4LED Radio JOVE web page is now available at:
http://www.101science.com/radiojove.html

SECTION I: Antennas
Antennas:
1. Wide band (15 to 30 MHz) Typinski TFD full square array. Currently beam
steering is 40S from zenith for the 2019 season. This is a great antenna for
spectroscopic observations of Jupiter, the sun, and other radio phenomena.
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Note 1: The 10 degree ground slope to the south
adds to the 30S steering for an effective 40S beam.
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2. R1.2 Dual Radio Jove 20.1 MHz standard dipole kit array. Beam steered to
40S. (Note: At times Radio SkyPipe may be attached to the TFD Array.)

SECTION II: Receivers (Operated on 12 volt DC battery/Solar/AC charger)
Flagg FSX11 spectrograph. 15 to 30 MHz, 24x7x365 operation. 300
channels at 800 sweeps. This is an expertly designed and very
reliable analog/digital spectrograph.

1. Three SDRPlay2PRO spectrograph receivers. 15 to 24 MHz

2. Three Flagg RadioJove R1.1 20.1 MHz receivers. (Only one in use at this
time.) RF 2080 Calibrator.

3. Various amateur radio transceivers. Kenwood TS-2000, Icom IC-7300, ANAN
100D SDR, LimeSDR USB, etc.

SECTION III: Calibration
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(Note: Actual measurements were taken to show any programmable attenuator inaccuracies.)

SECTION IV: Computers – Minix NEO N42C-4

FSX11+ Skypipe
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1. 3@ Minix NEO N42C-4 mini-computers. This model is upgradeable and has
a fan for cooling and runs latest windows 10. Minix-1 runs the SkypipeII
strip chart and FSK11 Spectrograph on same computer. Note: the audio-in is
mono only. Use a USB soundcard for stereo microphone input. Minix-2 runs
SRPlay2PRO RCP. Minix-3 runs SDRPlay1PRO LCP. The computers 12 volt
input gets very noisy. It is recommended to keep this voltage isolated.
2. The MINIX NEO N42C-4 includes 2xSODIMM slot (dual channel) RAM,
maximum support 8GB + 8GB, i.e. maximum of 16 GB. Below is a list of
DDR3L Memory that’s tested and verified to be compatible.
Kingston BKMH0871451 4GB
Kingston BPMK16A1447 8GB
Samsung M471B5173EB0-YKO 4GB
Samsung M471B1G73QH0-YKO 8GB
Kingston Technology HyperX Impact - HX316LS9IBK2
3. The procedure for adding an SSD drive to the N42C-4 is incomplete and
misleading. I have upgraded three so far and written below a lessons learned
to help you. It really is an easy procedure. The maximum SSD is 512 GB.

SECTION V: Software
1. SkyPipeII Pro, strip chart, version 2.7.34 This program from RadioSky
Publishing is a powerful tool for amateur radio astronomy.
2. Spectroscope, v 2.9.0 This software allows you to view signals from special
frequency-sweeping receivers at the Windward Community College Radio
Observatory (WCCRO) and the University of Florida Radio Observatory (UFRO)
and from many volunteer radio astronomers. These receivers, called
spectrographs, allow you to see how radio signals are distributed across a 10
MHz wide swath of radio spectrum. The receivers were designed and built by
Richard Flagg to be sensitive and fast enough to detect changes which occur in

the radio emissions of the Sun and Jupiter. This software, produced by RadioSky Publishing, will run on most modern Windows based computers with an
internet connection speed of 56K or more. There is no charge for use of the
software for non-commercial users. You can download it from
http://jupiter.wcc.hawaii.edu/spectrograph_software.htm All the receivers at
K4LED are running RSS version 2.8.50.
3. Radio Jupiter Pro, This is Radio-Sky Publishing's multi-function observing
aid for Jupiter's decametric radio emissions. This program predicts most likely
times for Jupiter radio storms, and displays Jupiter visibility information
graphically. Predictions are customized to your location. See help page at
http://www.radiosky.com/rjpro/rjprohelp.html for more information.
4. Python Code for K4LED Automated Calibrator, The Python code for
the automated calibrator is available for free from K4LED upon request.

SECTION VI: Station Test Equipment
Tektronix MDO 3022 Oscilloscope features six integrated instruments,
including a spectrum analyzer. Rigol 4102 Arbitrary Waveform Generator.
Comet Antenna Analyzer CAA-500 Mark II. HP-8640B Signal Generator. HP5335A Frequency Counter. Fluke 287 True RMS Logging Multi-meter.
Micronetics Noise Generator, HP461, Kay Attenuator, and many, many more.

SECTION VII: Implementation of a K4LED Stratum 1, PTP, GPS Time
Server for near zero microsecond accuracy based on the GPS system.

The TimeMachines GPS NTP+PTP Network Time Server represents a major step
forward in capabilities at a breakthrough price point. It will supply accurate time
for all computers and time keeping devices on the network. Supporting both
Precision Time Protocol (PTP) and Network Time Protocol (NTP), a Stratum 1 time
source can now be available on the local network with no need for an internet
connection. The TM2000A system uses an active GPS antenna to maintain the
current time as broadcast by United States GPS satellites planet wide. In addition,
a high stability OCXO reference clock is included that allows the unit to serve time
if GPS lock is lost for periods of time. The unit is small and can be placed anywhere
within the network layout. Outdoor antennas are available from TimeMachines
including custom length cables and accessories.
A Stratum 1 GPS PTP network time server, Time Machines TM2000A (~$499) plus
(Domain Time II Client $39.99 per computer) PTP client software is installed at
this station providing near zero microsecond time accuracy. This network time
server attaches to a dedicated Ethernet switched port. A PTP client is implemented
on each computer for accurate time corrections. The higher accuracy provides
support for highly detailed and specialized scientific studies. – TM2000A PTP
Server Time Precision: ~+-5 µsec or better plus delay, offset, and jitter. (See actual
results of the near zero µsec average deviation from the Stratum 1 Time server
obtained at the K4LED Observatory below.)

The chart above is an actual example of the computer clock drift corrections to
maintain a near zero average microsecond accuracy at the K4LED observatory
feeding three Windows 10 computers.
IMPLEMENTING FULL PTP: The “Precision” Time Protocol (PTP) is a protocol
used to synchronize clocks throughout a computer network. On a local area
network, it achieves high clock accuracy in the microsecond range, making it
suitable for precise measurements. This level of precision is further improved with
PTP specific software, hardware, network switch and NIC especially designed for
PTP precision time. This can become very expensive. The TM2000A is capable of
PTP microsecond time with the proper PTP network software and hardware. Even
without the proper “hardware” (PTP NIC, PTP Switch, etc.) timing in the
microsecond range (5 - 30 microseconds or better) is easily possible.
NOTES: Be aware that only the (TN2000A) solution Level 4, Sub Level C, provides
a built in holdover capability. Without a holdover capability the SkyPipe chart or
Spectrograph could become corrupted due to poor timing data. The software can
be configures to use internet NTP timing during GPS outages. Holdover keeps the
clock stable based on the last GPS time data received during periods of satellite
outages as experienced during heavy rain storms or heavy cloud cover. Estimated
average time accuracy is highly dependent upon local characteristics, computer
speed, network configuration, router specifications, cable length, cable type and
many other conditions. Other solutions may perform as well or even better but
keeping costs to a reasonable level is a consideration. Standardization is desired to
facilitate comparison of science investigations from observatories at various
locations. Notice in the example below the Ethernet switch is “not” your LAN
router but a separate dedicated unmanaged switch dedicate for time distribution.
Time Server Features and Specifications • Receive time information from GPS
satellites anywhere on the surface of the earth • RFC1119/1305 NTP Protocol to
serve time (Network Time Protocol) • RFC1769/2030/4330 SNTP Protocol (Simple
Network Time Protocol) • IEEE 1588:2002/2008 Version 1 and 2 PTP protocol •
Server Time Level: Stratum 1 • NTP Server Time Precision: better than 1mS +
network jitter. • PTP Server Time Precision: better than 3uS + network jitter. • All
networked computing platforms support time synchronization either natively or
with add on drivers including: Windows, Macintosh, and Linux. Many other
devices can access the device as well including VoIP phones and digital clocks. •
10M/100M adaptive network interface • Unit is capable of serving 750+ NTP
synchronizations per second. That provides support for over 600,000+ devices
updating every 15 minutes on the network. • Active Patch GPS antenna included.
Magnetic base. • Indications: Power, GPS Signal Lock, and 1PPS indications •
Rear Connections: Power, Cat5 Ethernet, Serial (NOT FOR CUSTOMER USE), and
GPS antenna via SMA connection. Supports +3.3V and 5V active GPS antennas
with internal jumper setting. • Serial port outputs data every two seconds,
including the following items: - IP, Time, GPS fix, Time known, ptpClockClass,
ptpClockAccuracy, ntpStratum. • Mechanical Dimensions: 5 in. x 4.2 in. x 1.3in.

APPENDIX A (Station Images)
K4LED Complete station 2’ x 4’ – RSS - RCP/LCP and FSX11 and Skypipe.
3@ Minix NEO N42C-4 computers and one FSX11 spectrograph.
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APPENDIX B (Station 12 Volt DC Battery Power Configuration)

MFJ-1126 Power Distribution fuse buss and Anderson Power Connectors

West Mountain Epic PWRGate

Optima BlueTop AGM Batteries – Spill Proof

Canadian Solar
Monocrystalline 100 Watt Solar Panel
Astron AC Power Supply

APPENDIX C: Antenna Feed System Losses

